The party is over

Committee bans private parties, sets penalties for drunkenness

By KEITH HARRISON JR.
Senior Staff Reporter

Notre Dame's new alcohol policy, released last night, eliminates parties and happy hours in dorm rooms and forbids underage students from attending parties in social spaces where alcohol is served. "学生 cultivation is a result of our policy," said Father William Beauchamp, chairman of the Committee on the Responsible Use of Alcohol. "Otherwise, it is very likely that the campus will go dry. Those aren't my words, those are Father Hesburgh's." Beauchamp said there is "no party" to whom student leaders can appeal the policy, which will go into effect next fall.

The policy also contains additional discipline for public drunkenness. The first time a student becomes drunk, he or she will be subject to punishment from the hall rector. With the second instance, the student will be reported to the dean of students. Continuing violations, according to the policy, "should be considered reason for dismissal from the University."

The policy also states that the first instance of physical violence while the student is intoxicated will be considered sufficient grounds for expulsion from the University.

"The students do not consider drunkenness as an act that requires disciplinary measures," said Beauchamp. "This attitude must change." The policy states: "It is not uncommon for college-age students to declare that there is nothing wrong with being drunk as long as one does not do physical damage to other people."

"The party in the residence hall has become the standard social event on the campus. Weekend after weekend students have come to expect there will be a party in their hall or some other residence hall on the campus. The attitude has developed among the students that if there is no party to attend, there is nothing to do on campus."

Beauchamp said last night that the alcohol policy was released later than expected because the University wanted to give the Board of Trustees time to react. The final draft of the policy was completed just before Spring Break. Beauchamp had previously set April 1 as the release date for the report.

Excerpts from the new alcohol policy appear on page 5.

Former Radiation Lab worker threatens to sue

By JEFF HARRINGTON
and PAUL McCAIN
Senior Staff Reporters

A former secretary to Radiation Laboratory Director Robert Schuler has threatened to sue the University because she claims she was wrongfully discharged after refusing to do University work for Schuler’s wife.

Marilyn Cagle, who was taken off the University payroll Jan. 15, said that Florence Schuler, on Dec. 2, 1983, told Cagle to solicit funds for the Radiation Laboratory and cut out duck-shaped invitations to a baby shower for an employee’s wife, among other socially oriented activities.

"I told Dr. Schuler’s attorney, in an April 12 letter to Assistant Director of Personnel Terry Wilkin, a complaint for “damages caused by University’s breach of contract and wrongful discharge” would be filed unless the University contacts the attorney within 10 days. As of last night, Cagle said she had received no word from the University.

Wilkin yesterday told The Observer that the University “did not sever” the employer-employee relationship between Notre Dame and Cagle, adding: “We continued to search for another job for her”.

Although Cagle has been off the University payroll since Jan. 15, Wilkin declined to discuss whether she was actually fired.

Wilkin said that the University has tried to reassign Cagle to another position, but “my perception is she is not interested in University employment.”

"I would have liked to have gotten another job on campus? What we have not seen any motivation at all by her, he said.

Cagle said the sole position offered by the University was the same job, "an employed for good standing” and would be kept on the payroll until a comparable position was found for her.

Cagle said she met with Wilkin at the time of the incident.

Wilkin said, “I told him I had deadlines to meet and if there was any problem, we should get together and talk about it.”

Cagle, who now works as a secretary with the Saint Joseph County Housing Authority Office, added that Dr. Schuler told her, "When my wife tells you anything, she is speaking for me.”

"I reached them by telephone in Jerusalem, Israel last week, Dr. Schuler said he was "hardly in any position to make any response since I don’t know what the facts are. I have not heard anything on it from the University, so I am in no position to say anything.”

"Mrs. Schuler, who has been with her husband on a business trip in Jerusalem the past few weeks, spoke to The Observer via telephone at the same time. Asked about her relationship with Cagle, Mrs. Schuler said, “Just a moment,” and deferred comment to her husband.

Declining to talk about specifics of the case, Dr. Schuler said, "Personnel is the one that took the action, so I think they have to be responsible.”

Schuler denied that his wife ever acted in his name to organize functions and collect money, adding that he did not authorize his wife to assist Cagle.

Schuler declined to comment about his Dec. 5 conversation with Cagle, saying, “I think that’s a private matter.”

After her conversation with Dr. Schuler, Cagle said she met with Wilkin who told her that she was “an employee of good standing” and would be kept on the payroll until a comparable position was found for her.

Wilkin offered her a job as a manuscript typist but told her, “I’d advise you not to take it.”

Referring to efforts to relocate Cagle, Wilkin said, “I’ll not talk about any details of the particular case.”

He said he did not know how many job referrals personnel made on her behalf.

"Cagle said she received only one call from a prospective department, but told an interviewer at the psychology department, "Until I could be assured there would be a personnel department that would protect the worker, I would find it very hard to return.”

Believing she had received an unfavorable review from Wilkin, Cagle see LAWSUIT, page 3
The Notre Dame Band will present their St. Cecilia Award for outstanding contributions to the Catholic band movement to Dr. Harry Begam, recently retired director of bands at the University of Illinois. The award will be made at the alumni banquet April 29. Begam received undergraduate and master's degrees at Wayne State University and a doctorate at the University of Michi- gan. Currently he is president of the American Bandmasters' Association. The St. Cecilia Award is presented at selected times to a man or woman who has demonstrated musical skills during a career of service and entertainment. It is named for the patroness of music.— The Observer

"Theology of Ministry," by Father Thomas O'Meara, professor of theology at Notre Dame, has recently been published by Paulist Press. During the last two decades thousands of Then, the commission divided by the current structure of their churches by assuming and expanding roles formerly held by priests, vowed religious, and Protestant ministers. The phenomenon, O'Meara writes, "suggests that the Holy Spirit is seeking upon a wider service, a more diverse ministry for a church life that will be broader in quan- tity and quality." O'Meara, who joined Notre Dame's theology faculty in 1981, has published several books and articles on theology, philosophy, Church history and ecology.— The Observer

Revange over drug dealings may have led gunmen to murder two women and eight children in their Brooklyn home. Busing normally used to wrap narcotics were found in the "wax museum," police said yesterday. A crying 11-month-old baby, found crawling among the corpses was "not a major operation. Murdering children is a crime for which one number, thousands of students greeted the team. In the giddy celebration which followed, students smiling on the team's rented TRANSPO boxes did $824.75 in damage. A few weeks later, the University billed student government president Father Hedrick a bill. Burke made the administration look just as foolish. There are people on campus who have the tempera- ment to be this kind of leader. It is too late for this year (although the names are not yet even canvassed for Rob Bertino, our new president) to change the leadership. But there must be others out there like the ones who organized Senior Buddy or who edited Blow Death. The ticket known as "The Molf" was defeated by that of Dean Chetny for Senior Vice Office. Profomation won over absursty. Christie will probably be a com- petent class president. But might not the Molf have brought the proper degree of sanity to next year's campus issues? College, not being the "real world," should not be taken too seriously. Whatever happens here will be over with in four years or less. So if nothing can be done to change policy anyway, let's enjoy protesting it.

The Theorem

$32,410 worth of pledges were collected in the phonathon for the Notre Dame Care Center which concluded last week. More of the pledges were $5 and $10 gifts but some were as large as $500 and $1,000. Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students donated $5,476 of $7,476 to employ the President women, counselors to donate labor, doctors, nurses who volunteered services and donations of maternity and baby clothing.— The Observer

Student Government doesn't have to be stuffy. The University has finally announced that the drinking age next year will be 21, for all practical purposes. This was not a surprising announcement, although it would have been nice if it had been reported a little earlier. Deadlines are only for students, of course. Even so, there was no outcry over withheld information and the administration knew. The administration could have waited until summer to release the new policy. But, just so that people wouldn't be on their guard right before vacation to announce it. That way, they are covered from accusations of sending a "Dear Student" letter, but hope that people will have the time to worry about the same thing with a weekend sale. Students didn't even realize they had been shut down until they came back to schol in January. Will the students raise any organized objections to the new policy, or will a long history of protest finally sink in on them? After all, nothing can be done once Father Hedrick issues a policy or edict.

Administration absurdity is hidden by too-serious leaders

The new Notre Dame image?

They can't do after parietals. "Dear Student" letter, but might not be serious and taken too seriously. Whatever happens here will be over with in four years or less. So if nothing can be done to change policy anyway, let's enjoy protesting it.
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Workable suggestions
Paul Reynolds, director of Career and Placement Services, addresses a packed crowd in Hayes-Healy yesterday. The workshop, titled "Juniors Learn How to fill out the Placement Profile Form," was designed by Career and Placement Services to help students make better use of the placement profile form.
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Akihiki Ueno
Yoshiyuki Takemura

TONIGHT, Washington Hall, 8:00 pm
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sent letters to University President Father Theodore Hesburgh and to Executive Assistant to the President Father David Tyson asking for a review of her case.

Tyson told The Observer that it "was my understanding that she had a position here, but it's only a matter of matching a position to her qualifications." "I don't feel," added Tyson, "we should be doing up here what they do down there (at the personnel office)."

Cagle said that she was unable to get a satisfactory answer from either Hesburgh or Tyson since she approached the South Bend Tribune in hopes that its "Action Line" column might stir interest in her case.

In a Mar. 26 column, the article asked, "Legal questions aside, wouldn't it be post for Notre Dame to pay or find you (Cagle) another assignment?"

According to "Action Line," Wilkin said Cagle's reluctance to accept a job of lesser status than her Radiation Laboratory position was "delaying the process" to find her another job at the University.

Tension has surfaced between
Senators from all the districts announced the resolutions on which they are working. Proposals include putting study desks in dismal, holding workshops for food sales managers, lighting the basketball courts behind Lyons Hall, raising a concrete wall between the Pasquerillas and the Library, and opening a custom t-shirt shop on campus.

Student Body Vice President Cathy David introduced and had passed 14 amendments to the Notre Dame Student Government Constitution.

Rob Bertino introduced the new Student Government Cabinet, which was unanimously approved.

Mrs. Schuler and employees at the radiation laboratory on many occasions, according to several laboratory workers.

The secretary before Cagle, Beth Wilkins, was transferred to a different post after she declined to perform similar social organizing for Mrs. Schuler, Cagle said.

A receptionist at the Radiation Laboratory, Joan Walters, said Mrs. Schuler often uses lab workers to organize and sponsor social functions.

"Mrs. Schuler will give other people work to do, she uses lab money for luncheons, she uses lab paper and sells it, she helps herself to anything she pleases," said Walters. "It's her lab, not ours."

Walters, who also talked to Wilkin on Dec. 5 about Mrs. Schuler's relationship with employees, said the situation is a reflection on the operation of the personnel department. "I feel like personnel should tend behind its employees, but personnel did not stand behind fairly."

"I think it's very serious any time anyone outside the lab or any place of business is allowed to come in and utilize service and personnel," she added. "There's something wrong if management won't back up (employees)."

Walters said Dr. Schuler asked her why she refused to do social work for his wife and Walters responded she had other work to do.

"He said it makes no difference," said Walters. "If she asks me to do it, I better drop what I'm doing and do her work."

Another laboratory employee, who asked not to be identified, said, "It's a well-known fact inside the office that... this has happened before, so not just one person. Other people are afraid to speak up for fear of their jobs."

Schuler said there were not any problems between his wife and radiation laboratory employees in the past that he knew of. "The facts are that there are apparently some false impressions being given."
Student leaders term policy disappointing, not surprising

By JOHN NEBLO
Senior Staff Reporter

I can't believe it took a committee of 10 people that long to come up with a policy that weak," lamented Student Body President Bob Bertino after reading The Final Report of the University Committee on the Responsible Use of Alcohol.

Bertino described himself as "very disappointed" with the report and called its release, "a dismal moment in Notre Dame history. I think more problems will arise from this policy than will be solved by it."

Student Body Vice President Cathy David agreed with Bertino. "Instead of promoting responsible drinking, they're sending the problem away," she said. Further attacked the University's motives by saying, "They're just considering their own liability. They're not naive; they know we're not going to stop drinking, they just don't want to know about it."

Ex-Student Body President Brian Callaghan and Hall President's Council Chairman Mike Callaghan served on the Committee as student representatives. According to Callaghan, both he and Callaghan voted against adopting the policy, "but it was eight against two.

"I'm against it," said Callaghan, "because it does nothing to deal with the problem drinker per se, while taking alcohol away from the students."

Callaghan believes the alcohol policy is symptomatic of what he terms "the whole administration's attitude toward students. It's like a parent-child relationship, with very little trust involved."

Further recommendations to improve the social life include the expanded use of the Student/Alumni Club and Washington Hall.

"This policy is extremely sensitive to the students," said Beauchamp. "This is a total program, not just a series of alcohol restrictions. This is our responsibility as a Christian institution."

Dean of Students James Rooney has issued to the rectors a draft of a directive outlining how the alcohol policy would be implemented. The report places most of the burden of enforcement on the hall staffs.

The new alcohol policy recommends the addition of a mandatory health awareness component as part of the freshman physical education sequence.

In addition, the report recommends that an office of alcohol education be established to develop awareness programs and to review alcohol policy and rules.

The report also addressed the issue of the social life at the University. A renovation of the LaFortune Student Center is advised, as well as the development of an Undergraduate Club.
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is April 25

Applications available on the 2nd Floor of LaFortune
Deadline: April 24

Sponsors: Educ. Media & Center for Social Concerns

Special Rates Available for Easter

Call the airport 234-3712 for Information

See us for all of your car related needs.

Jeremiah Sweeney's
Happy Hour
Early Happy Hour: 4:00-7:00pm
Monday - Friday
and also featuring...

Late Night Happy Hour
10 pm - close, Monday thru Thursday
11 pm - close, Friday and Saturday

Free Munchies
The recommendation of the alcohol committee

**Drunkenness/Public Intoxications:**

It is the conviction of the University that drunkenness and public intoxication are unacceptable. Certainly, students in need of counsel should be helped. However, sanctions should be imposed on those students found intoxicated. Mitigating factors such as inexperience and rare drinking should be taken into consideration, but all students should be accounted for in the situations. Those who frequently become intoxicated should be severely disciplined.

The Committee recommends:

1. That for the first time in the academic year the disciplinary procedure should be reversed. This will enable the responsible student to make a claim; that in the residence hall, probation, or other appropriate measures. In addition, the student should be informed that subsequent violations will be reported to the Dean of Students.

2. That all subsequent violations by the same student should be reported to the Dean of Students, who may in turn also notify the parents of the student involved. In each case, depending on the circumstances involved, sanctions should be imposed. Continued violations should result in suspension from the University.

3. That any fighting, or acts of physical violence between two or more students, while intoxicated should be considered reason for dismissal from the University.

4. That if a student is suspended from the University because of intoxication, or is under investigation involving intoxication, that student should be allowed to return only after the University has received evidence that the student's involvement in an alcohol rehabilitation/counseling program while away from the University.

**Public Areas of the Campus**

The consumption of alcohol should not be allowed in any of the public areas of the campus. This includes, but is not limited to, campus grounds, parking areas, playing fields, stadium, and the public areas of campus buildings. Renewed efforts by security to enforce this rule, including greater control and issuance of the appropriate fines, should be directed. The Committee recognizes the specific events on the campus warrant exception to the general rule. Therefore, the committee recommends the following exceptions should be allowed:

1. It would almost be impossible to eliminate alcohol at tailgaters on football weekends; therefore, it is suggested that alcohol be restricted to the day of the game only and should only be allowed in the parking areas around the stadium and in the outer areas of the campus. No tailgating and consumption of alcohol should be allowed in the inner part of the campus.

2. Security should enforce this and a letter should go out to alumni and all football ticket holders informing them of these actions.

3. Special events during certain times should be allowed in the residence hall. The committee recommends that the event be supervised by the appropriate Office of Education.

**Residence Halls**

Parties at which alcohol is served should not be allowed in the residence halls. Many of these parties are the creation of the atmosphere and the tenor of the hall, create an atmosphere that is the antithesis of the appropriate living environment for an educational institution, and fail to create an atmosphere for an educational institution, and fail to create an environment that teaches students to drink responsibly. In fact, they often encourage alcohol abuse.

On the other hand, experience has demonstrated that well planned, all-hall semi-formal parties are events that create an atmosphere in which the appropriate use of alcohol is encouraged. The Committee believes that such events should be continued. Furthermore, the Committee recognizes that some consumption of alcohol by students in the privacy of their room is not necessarily harmful. It is the alcohol that encourages alcohol abuse and disrupts the tenor of the hall that are condemned. The Committee recommends the following recommendations be adopted.

1. **Private Rooms in the Residence Halls**
   - Individuals may consume alcohol in the privacy of student rooms.
   - No noisy parties, or similar events are allowed in private student rooms.
   - No kegs or alcohol of any kind is permitted in student rooms for all students. However, it is the responsibility of the hall staff to make sure no alcohol is served at such parties. Furthermore, underage students at such parties are not allowed to consume alcohol in private rooms that then become extensions of the party in the party room.
   - C. A University-wide set of regulations and contracts governing parties in party rooms must be developed by the Dean of Student Affairs and approved by the Committee before such rules are implemented. This rule, such rules should be reviewed by this Committee before such rules are implemented. In addition to the above, no use of alcohol in the residence hall, and the rector of the hall only after assurance is received that such a party has been well planned and proper precautions are included in such plan.
   - E. It is the responsibility of the hall staff to enforce the regulations established by the University for these parties.

**III: Hall Semi-Formal Date Parties**

A. Well planned, all-hall, semi-formal parties at which alcoholic beverages are served are allowed in the residence halls. Beer and wine are the only alcoholic beverages allowed at such events. No punch is allowed.

B. A maximum of two such events per hall per year is allowed.

C. A University-wide set of regulations governing such semi-formals must be developed by the Office of Student Affairs and reviewed by the Committee before such rules are implemented. In addition to the above, no use of alcohol in the residence hall, and the rector of the hall only after assurance is received that such a party has been well planned and proper precautions are included in such plan.

D. Permission for such party must be received well in advance of the party date from the Dean of Student Affairs and the rector of the hall only after assurance is received that such a party has been well planned and proper precautions are included in such plan.

E. It is the responsibility of the hall staff to enforce the regulations established by the University for these parties.

**Social Life at Notre Dame**

The issue of alcohol use on this campus must be considered as part of the total social life at Notre Dame. The University's isolation, the potential influence of the composition of its student body and other factors necessitate the development of a systematic approach to campus social life. Campus facilities, campus activities, campus events, and plans for future development must all be considered and evaluated. This is especially true if there is to be any change in the current exaggerated image of Notre Dame on the center of social life on the campus. The Committee recommends an urgent need for the development and implementation of a comprehensive plan for social life on the campus. This plan should include both immediate and long-term programs and all aspects of social life at Notre Dame, including facility needs. The effectiveness of the recommended alcohol policy is contingent upon the implementation of the recommendations. The Committee recommends that the following items be included in the development of this comprehensive plan:

1. Facility needs — The study should include analysis and recommendations regarding renovation and construction of needed facilities on the campus. This includes such things as:
   - Renovation and/or rebuilding of LaFortune Park West. A complete plan should be immediately developed.
   - Building and/or development of a Notre Dame Inn. A complete plan should be immediately developed.
   - Athletic facilities — This study should consider:
     - Further improvement of athletic facilities and the use of these facilities, and expansion of co-recreational programs.
     - The Department of Non-Varsity Athletics is key in the development of the study.

2. Use of facilities currently existing — The study should include recommendations regarding better use of existing facilities for multi-purpose uses. The Committee believes that the following facilities are currently under-utilized:
   - Senior/Alumni Club — This facility should be made available for all non-alcohol events and private parties. It should be actively marketed on the campus as a place available for many different activities both on weekends and during the week.

3.小程序 correct answer

The Committee recommends that a per-semester fee be established at the University of Notre Dame. This office, as part of the Office of Student Affairs, would be responsible for any matters of the alcohol issue at the University. Its responsibilities would include such things as:

1. Development of alcohol awareness workshops for students, staff, etc., review of alcohol policy and rules, recommending changes when needed.
2. Approval of all "alcohol" functions at the University:
3. Development of guidelines, rules, etc., for all alcohol events on the campus.
If you think you can dunk a basketball as well as anyone on campus, then you'll want to sign up for the Antostal Basketball Slam Dunk contest to be held on Wednesday, April 25, from 2-3 p.m. for the competition, which will have 9- and 10-foot rim divisions, come to the information booth in Lafurton at 8 p.m. as the early number of entrants is limited in each division. —The Observer

The Dancin’ Irish will hold an organizational meeting Wednesday, April 25, in the Lafurton Little Theater for all interested in being on the 1984-1985 squad. Information will be presented on the upcoming season. Those interested should call Pat Whitehouse (8027), or Jan Alrefche (4304). —The Observer

Tim Noonan and Doug Pratt of the Notre Dame tennis team will be featured guests tonight on “Speaking of Sports” at 10 on WNNO. Listen to the conversation with your questions and comments by dialing 239-6400 or 239-7425. —The Observer

And now it’s down to 128...
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Further rule 29 Fifth wheel
5 Cheese cover 30 Certain Nigerian
9 Bakery items 31 Plastic
14 Tent city 32 Battle
16 Robert— 33 Valley of vineyards
34 "Play It—Sam" 37 Mod. subj.
36 Also, especially 38 Listened to
39 Certain 39 Tournant
17 Safe area 40 In a tournament
18 Opposite 41 Certain
20 Tosses one off 42 Million
22 Mount near ancient 44 Underneath
23 Racing distance 45 In the center of
24 Took the bridal path 46 Smoothing machine
26 Thespian’s tribute 49 Patrick’s

DOWN
1 School abbr. 2 Edward the composer
27 One bit: comb. form 30 Whittle
3 School abbr. 28 Applied 32 Utah’s
4 Island creature 33 Certain
5 Used car deal 34 Footless creature
7 Close by 36 Dill
8 — Amen 37 Hair
9 Oil vessel 38 Fast car
10 Chimney tile 39 Certain
11 Mag 40 Ugandan
12 Diacritical mark 41 A.K.A.
13 Stampin’ Sam 42 A.K.A.
14 Ahead 43 Bar legally
15 Deep 44 Stirrup
16 Monday’s Solution 45 Ascended
17 Mind 46 Flower part
18 Record 47 Large snake
19 Line 48 Scottish
20 It doesn’t exactly tell a time that doesn’t have the National Enquirer next to the cash register."

7:30 p.m. 16 Barney Miller
7:30 p.m. 17 Family Feud
8 p.m. 28 Wheel of Fortune
8:30 p.m. 18 The A Team
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10 p.m. 28 Hart to Hart
11 p.m. 16 NewsCenter 16
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28 ABC News Nightline
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Irish disappointed with 1-3 showing against Midwestern rival Xavier

By ERICH SCHUERMANN
Sports Writer

It was not a good weekend at all, commented Notre Dame head basketball coach Larry Gallo on his team’s three-game series against Midwestern City Conference rival Xavier. “In fact, it was very disappointing,” Gallo said.

Gallo’s disappointment stems from his team’s inability to win over one of the games played last weekend in Cincinnati. The Irish entered the three-game series with a 11-12 record, hoping to get off to a good start in their conference schedule. But against Xavier, the Irish team was unable to get much going.

In the first game of a doubleheader on Saturday, the Irish seemed to run into some of that bad luck. Off the five Xavier hits against Mark Clementz, four of them were singles. This enabled Xavier to take the win, as Notre Dame only collected six hits and one run. The game was over in the third inning, as the Irish could not recover from a bad start... Missing only one at bat against the Xavier pitcher, the Irish dropped to 11-13.

The second contest of the twinni was a different story. The Irish hit the bottom of the batting order hard, but Xavier chipped away at the Irish hurlers, and climbed into a 9-6 in the bottom of the sixth. The game was suspended because of darkness at this point, and resumed the next day before the scheduled doubleheader.

On Sunday, the Irish came out swinging hot bunts. In the top of the seventh of the rescheduled game, they took the lead for good with a three-run outburst. Tom Shields’ bases-loaded fly ball and Jim DeCe’s two-run single gave Notre Dame a 12-9 lead. Joe Dobosh shut out Xavier in the bottom of the seventh, and the victory went to Dobosh and the Irish.

After this win, one would think the Irish would carry momentum into the opener of the Sunday doubleheader. This, however, was not the case.

The Irish could only collect three hits in this contest, one of them Jim DeCe’s solo home run in the sixth inning to account for Notre Dame’s only run.

Meanwhile, Dobosh started this game after the win in the last, and managed to pitch a strong complete game. He allowed only six hits, but three Irish errors helped to give Xavier four runs. With the 4-1 loss, Notre Dame entered the last game of the series with a 12-14 record.

In this last contest, the Irish simply blown out. They took a 3-0 lead in the first inning on a two-run single by DeCe and a triple by Shields. But Xavier was not to score an out in favor of the Irish, and dropped to 11-13.

The second contest of the twinni was a different story. The Irish hit the bottom of the batting order hard, but Xavier chipped away at the Irish hurlers, and climbed into a 9-6 in the bottom of the sixth. The game was suspended because of darkness at this point, and resumed the next day before the scheduled doubleheader.

On Sunday, the Irish came out swinging hot bunts. In the top of the seventh of the rescheduled game, they took the lead for good with a three-run outburst. Tom Shields’ bases-loaded fly ball and Jim DeCe’s two-run single gave Notre Dame a 12-9 lead. Joe Dobosh shut out Xavier in the bottom of the seventh, and the victory went to Dobosh and the Irish.

After this win, one would think the Irish would carry momentum into the opener of the Sunday doubleheader. This, however, was not the case.

The Irish could only collect three hits in this contest, one of them Jim DeCe’s solo home run in the sixth inning to account for Notre Dame’s only run.

Meanwhile, Dobosh started this game after the win in the last, and managed to pitch a strong complete game. He allowed only six hits, but three Irish errors helped to give Xavier four runs. With the 4-1 loss, Notre Dame entered the last game of the series with a 12-14 record.

In this last contest, the Irish simply blown out. They took a 3-0 lead in the first inning on a two-run single by DeCe and a triple by Shields. But Xavier was not to score an out in favor of the Irish, and dropped to 11-13.